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The MOD APK (Unlimited Money, Unlocked) version of Otherworld Legends was released on APKMODY. Download the game to explore and destroy the illusory world of evil Asurendra.Table of Content [ShowHide]ChillyRoom is a publisher known for 16-bit graphics action games. The first demonstration is the Soul Knight, which debuted in early 2017. Three years later, ChillyRoom continued to release a
new product called Otherworld Legends. Currently, the game has officially launched. A lot of players have experienced it and left positive comments. PlotThe story of Otherworld Legends begins with the event that the villain Asurendra creates an illusionist world. Immediately afterwards, he used his power to summon all the heroes of space and time gathered here. Monsters, deadly traps are arranged
everywhere. And behind it all lies a plot to dominate the dimensions of Asurendra's dimensions, just after the destruction of the heroes. You are one of those heroes, you will quickly become aware of this brutal conspiracy. You will have to stop him with other heroes! GameplayThe gameplay of Otherworld Legends is quite similar to Soul Knight. You control your character, cross trails and dungeons to
defeat hordes of monsters. Over time, the patterns of each step will appear at the end. By overcoming them, you will take the next step, taking one step further out of the illusory world of evil Asurendra. Of course, the overall process of the game will be played like this. But you know, the difficulty gradually increases with each level. Meanwhile, traps and supernatural elements will appear, attacking the
character and hurting him. You will have to do many things to save your life, choose characters for each level, upgrade the force or replace more powerful weapons. Finally, on the series of missions. Otherworld Legends doesn't have as many NPCs as Soul Knight, but the game is built with a basic mission system, closely attached to the plot. You've just discovered the content, and you get rewards every
time you fill it out. Interestingly, isn't it? CharactersCharacters in Otherworld Legends is an element that helps you win the confrontation. They come from different dimensions of space and time, so their abilities are truly unique and rich. The collection includes warriors, knights, mages, ninjas, archers, and magical masters. You have to learn the strengths of each character and then choose the characters
with the right ability to fight in each level. Although I don't remember the names of each character, archers and mages are my favorite types of warriors. They can attack from a distance while moving flexibly. Ninja and warriors are different, they are strong and have the most damage speed Soon you will see how effective their ability is, when you fight against an army of monsters. ItemsAs according to
statistics, Otherworld Legends has more than 90 types of items that you can collect and equip your character with. These may include armour, defensive shields, weapons or material equipment what I have experience, the weapons system is really rich. There are many types, armored gloves, swords, bows and arrows, at the drill. However, that's not all, because the game also allows you to merge them to
create new weapons, with higher attribute points and special abilities. GraphicsMany people believe that the 16-bit graphics platform is unattractive and does not provide a good experience. But if you've experienced Otherworld Legends before, you'll know that the above claims aren't really true, at least for this game. Still a feature of 16-bit graphics, there are not many sharp details, but the effect of the
game is designed in detail. Sources of light, energy, fire or thunder will make you feel excited. This factor contributes significantly to the simulation of the fierce battle. In addition, the game manages the movement smoothly, combined with background music to create a mysterious space full of dangers. MOD APK version of Otherworld LegendsMOD featureUnlimited Soul StoneUnlimited RubyUnlimited
SapphireUnlimited Weapon Enhancer CardsUnlimited Resurrection CardsUnlocked All HeroesUnlocked All StyleUnlocked Club MembershipHow to install and use the MOD version of Otherworld LegendsPlease be sure to remove the original version of the game before installation. Then you can install the MOD like other regular APK files. If you stayed at 50%, it means you haven't installed OBB or set up
badly! This is an exclusive mod version by APKMODY, please comment if you have any questions or requests. I hope you don't have any problems during the game. FAQWhy doesn't the MOD version have an OBB? So that everyone can easily install the MOD version, APKMODY has included OBB inside the APK. The game has a story too long, is there a way to pass quickly? Yes, you just need to follow
the instructions below:1. Open the game.2. When the story starts to appear, you turn off the game.3 Re-open the game. Note: There are some devices that have a game freeze when jumping the plot. If this happens, remove the game and reinstall it. Then play scenario as usual. Why isn't there a God-mode version? Simply put, Immortal is not fun in this game! Download Otherworld Legends MOD APK for
AndroidFollowing Soul Knight from graphics to gameplay, but Otherworld Legends still has its own identity with unique content and features. You can download the MOD APK version of this game on our website for some support features. Please leave a comment if you run into problems using the MOD version, we will reply as soon as possible. 2D pixel games played on older consoles. Consoles still
underdeveloped at this point, so their graphics are not as good by current standards. However, today's players who are extremely fond of this type of graphics bring back beautiful memories of a good time with consoles. Otherworld Legends is a brand new game, but uses these old graphics. On the contrary, it becomes a single trait that constitutes the brand. If you there, you should immediately go play.
The game is designed with the theme of ancient Japan. Probably many players have tried to play a game with the theme of medieval Europe. This theme is actually already too familiar, to the point that people get bored with it. Otherworld Legends offers a new world where characters will express themselves in ancient Japan. It's like the famous magical animated series. The truth is that, for fans of the
genre, genetics really brings out the images that interest them. Players can explore extremely unique places such as quiet bamboo grooves, Zen patios, underground world-wide tombs, or dreamy mirage palaces. They are designed with real image patterns so it's easy to visualize things. However, because of its 2D pixel graphics, these things are represented in a very unique and distinctive way. Based on
the quests, and the secrets you also discover, the game will take players to many different locations. Each clearly shows the unique culture you need to learn. Certainly, the new experience will make you love this game separately, the unique culture of Japan in general. The charismatic and magical starting point The story comes from Asurendra - another name for a famous god in Japanese Shinto. This
god uses his power to summon all the strongest warriors of different times and spaces. The game does not really reveal the purpose of this god to do so. Because this will be the result you get by completing this game. Everyone will be sent to the mirage without knowing what to do next. What you need to do is keep moving forward until the final test is reached. Through many difficulties, they will end up
having to face the secret buried long behind this kingdom... The last secret is only for those who have completed the gameplay part of this game. Many heroes with different Otherworld Legends fighting skills will act as an ARPG, where the player will have to control a character and fight. Your fight can continue until there are no more opponents on the map. It's really a classic game that every player seems
to know by heart. Maps in the game will work in a 3.5D style like games that use 2D graphics, but there are elements that make the player feel like 3D. Using a left-side navigation lever, players will be able to move in 8 directions. Because of this flexibility, players can move more easily. It differs from the old 2D pixel sets in this regard, the character moves quickly and without any lag problems. The left side
of the screen will have about 4 buttons to display different skills and attacks. Usually, all characters have an automatic attack. When pressed at this time, you normal attacks that do not consume energy. This will certainly be the main damage factor to enemy programming. In addition, there will be 3 different skills placed around. Each character has unique styles that you need to study for a long time to
choose the right one. In the game, the guys offer characters with such such as gladiators. These characters are generally very resistant, and their skills also increase their endurance. The secret to winning this class is to prolong the battle as long as possible. Archers, on the other hand, their strength lies in their flexibility of attack and continuity. If you don't finish the game early, you will certainly be
exhausted and defeated by the enemy. In addition, there is a character class Magician, Paladin, Knight, ... In general, it will have unique features that you need to learn. The fearsome opponents appear continuously in the game You are summoned into this world by the power of a god. And on a journey to discover the secret behind the divine kingdom. So your opponent is also very strong. They would be
fearsome monsters, or sometimes just mischievous spirits. For each type of monster and must have a way to manage it so quickly. The attack effect in this game is rendered extremely pompous. Each of your attacks produces explosions, lights and sounds. Super punchy and very satisfying fight will take place at hand. The rewards that players receive through each level are appropriate and worthy of the
effort you put in.
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